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Dear Friends,

The participants in the WlN GlobaJ Annual Conference 2011 would 一ike to express the

solidarity of women in the nuclear industry with the peop一e of Japan st‖ striving to cope with

the devastating aftermath of the eanhquake and tsunami of llth March･ Our hearts go out

to the families of all those who have lost their Jives, as weH as the many others who have

suffered injury and loss in this disaster.

What happened in Fukushima js a huge tragedy for the whole nation but also a lesson for
the entire industry Iearned in a very hard and painfuf way. As an organization representing

people dealing with nucfear, We recognlZe and admire the outstanding effons and bravery

of the people working at Fukushima NPP under the trying circumstances. By putting their

own lives at risk they struggle not only to ensure the safety of mi"ions of people in Japan

but also to help the industry continue its deve一opment towards a safer future.

With their focused, we" organized eqorts to cope with the extraordinary situation the people

of Japan showed us the right way for achievln9 a goa一. We al=1aVe tO leam from the

Japanese how to stay united in good and bad days and how to act in a rational manner

without giving way to the emotions.

Jn front of the changed post Fukushima environment the combination of our professional

expertise and our natura一 instinct to give and/protect life puts a huge responsibi一ity on us.

We have to find an appropriate response to Fukushima. The clear skies of the "nuclear

Rennaissance" have 90ne and now we need a new perspective for the development of the

sector. We believe this new approach should avoid the practice where each country takes

separate adions based on its own experience. We are confident that by thinking and acting

globally we wi川 successfully overcome the unique chaHenge in front of us alトto continue

developlng the industry In a Way that wi" guarantee safe nuclear operation in a clean

environment where the next generations will grow.

The women in nuclear will put every effort to make the internationalization of the safety

standards and re9ulation a stab一e foundation for funher industry development, we w‖

provide our strong suppo托and contribution to make this happen in the name of our

children's future.


